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Introduction
Approximately 16% of Veterans live in primary care shortage areas and 70% live in mental health care shortage areas. To promote long term health, it is essential to provide Veterans with consistent access to both preventive care and treatment. However, the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) operates within the constraints of a congressionally allocated budget. This limitation means that access to care cannot be easily improved by increasing provider capacity. Therefore, it is in VHA’s best interest to improve the efficiency of individual clinics by better allocating existing resources as much as possible.

Balancing Supply and Demand Through Clinic Efficiency
Under Section 401 of the MISSION Act, VHA aims to improve access to care by identifying and mitigating underservedness. In this context, underservedness is defined as an imbalance between Veteran demand and VHA supply of care. Aspects of clinic operations, such as scheduling practices and community care utilization, can be optimized to increase VHA supply and thereby reduce underservedness. Ultimately, the amount of direct care that VHA is able to provide to Veterans given fixed labor inputs is characterized as the efficiency of the clinic.

Clinic efficiency is the productivity, or work rate, of the providers in a clinic. Clinics that are more efficient provide more care from the same resources as clinics that are less efficient. In analyzing clinic efficiency, there are several clinic efficiency metrics that can be used to assess a clinic’s overall functionality, including how it serves specific populations. For example, total clinic efficiency is determined by dividing the total number of patient encounters by the clinic’s total capacity for patient encounters. New patient clinic efficiency measures the clinic’s total number of new patient encounters per unit of clinic capacity. Each metric provides local management with greater transparency into a particular dimension of care delivery.

Significance of Clinic Efficiency
PEPReC research demonstrates that clinic efficiency is an important predictor of clinic operations outcomes. Clinic efficiency exhibits a direct relationship with access to care; primary care and specialty...
care modeling has shown that increasing clinic efficiency results in a reduction in new patient wait times. However, research also shows that improving clinic efficiency can have negative consequences. Consequently, both the costs and benefits must be considered when selecting clinic efficiency targets.

For example, increasing clinic efficiency is associated with intensified provider burnout and turnover. For this reason, clinics that face staffing shortages may not be ideal targets for an efficiency intervention due to the risk of exacerbating their capacity constraints. Additionally, the availability of community care resources is an important consideration. Facilities that rely extensively on community care providers to care for their enrolled Veterans have a substantial financial incentive to increase clinic efficiency and recover care from the community that might be appropriately provided in-house for a lower cost. The graphic below demonstrates how PEPReC seeks to identify prime candidates for an efficiency intervention.

**Pilot Program**

Building on previous research, PEPReC is developing a pilot program to improve clinic efficiency at select facilities. PEPReC will work with facility and clinic leaders to gain a deeper understanding of the unique challenges these sites face and tailor an evidence-based clinic operations intervention to best suit their needs. A central goal will be to facilitate transparency into clinic operations by reporting and sharing validated data, providing local managers with enhanced insight into various aspects of clinic performance.

The clinic efficiency pilot program will operate in four stages.
In the **first stage** (research), PEPReC will identify target facilities through an analysis of clinic efficiency metrics. However, participation will be solely determined by local management. PEPReC will hold a semi-structured interview with each participating facility’s group practice manager (GPM). These interviews will allow the GPM to provide local context to PEPReC’s data, including clinic culture and norms. Using this information, PEPReC will propose a specific clinic efficiency intervention, tailored to the facility.

The **second stage** (planning) will consist of collaborating with the GPM to weigh the costs and benefits of implementing the proposed clinic efficiency intervention and providing any technical assistance necessary, including orientating clinic staff to the intervention strategy.

The **third stage** (implementation) will implement the clinic efficiency intervention, providing continued support to the clinic throughout. This will include refining the intervention strategy based on clinic staff feedback.

The **fourth stage** (maintenance and evaluation) will include another GPM interview (one year post implementation) to gauge the clinic’s level of satisfaction with the intervention, the outcomes, and the assistance PEPReC provided. The GPM will share what s/he felt was or was not successful and what s/he learned about the relationships between clinic efficiency metrics and clinic operations.

**Potential Implications**

VHA aims to improve access to care while adhering to congressionally-set budget constraints. Under the right conditions, improving clinic efficiency can be a cost-effective way for VHA to better serve Veterans. Additionally, by incorporating local clinic management’s feedback when crafting intervention plans, PEPReC’s pilot program may facilitate clinic operations improvements without exacerbating burnout and turnover. Ultimately, the pilot intends to refine an evidence-based clinic operations tool available to local clinic management, who can then decide both how to best utilize the information and PEPReC’s technical expertise. Improving access to care is a complex goal that requires a multi-faceted approach. Improving clinic efficiency is one key piece of the puzzle.
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